Abstract

AI and machine learning have transformed software development, enabling new capabilities like code generation from natural language prompts. Amazon’s CodeWhisperer service exemplifies this, offering an AI coding companion to boost productivity. Infosys has conducted extensive pilots of CodeWhisperer (Professional Tier) across service lines with over 300 users.

In summary, CodeWhisperer delivers substantial productivity gains, accelerates developer onboarding, reduces training time, and enables faster development on AWS. Its responsible AI capabilities make it well-suited for enterprise adoption.
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Evolution of AI and its Impact on SDLC

Starting with Alan Turing’s original vision, the field of AI has grown exponentially, with significant milestones such as the creation of the first AI programming language, LISP, as well as data-driven approaches and advancements in high-powered computing. It has pushed AI and ML capabilities to new heights, especially in the realm of Large Language Models (LLMs) or Foundation Models (FMs), which have enabled generative AI. As a result, enterprises have increasingly focused on leveraging AI to automate manual tasks, increase productivity, improve user experience, and enhance the development process from requirements gathering to deployment. AI has made significant strides in natural language processing, making it possible for developers to use natural language prompts to generate code and logic for testing, augmenting the software development process. One example of AI-powered code generation is Amazon CodeWhisperer, which improves developer productivity by leveraging AI securely and responsibly.

AI as a Coding Assistant

AI can serve as a valuable coding assistant, offering a substantial increase in developer productivity. Instead of having to search manually for pre-existing code, an AI model can generate relevant code directly within the development environment. Typically, the development process involves starting with an idea, writing code and tests, and iterating until the desired outcome is achieved. With AI as a coding assistant, developers can work with greater confidence in the quality of their work, as the AI helps in generating the code and offloads routine tasks, enabling them to focus on more creative and analytical tasks where they add the most value.

Amazon CodeWhisperer – A Brief Introduction

This section summarizes the service, and the subsequent sections (4#) detail Infosys’ adoption of the service:

Amazon CodeWhisperer is an AI-powered coding companion trained on billions of lines of open-source and Amazon code. It helps you quickly write secure code by generating code recommendations in real time based on natural language prompts or comments. It supports popular programming languages like Java, Python, JavaScript, C#, TypeScript, Go Ruby, PHP, Scala, Kotlin, Shell Scripting, and SQL, and IDEs like Jet Brains, Visual Studio, VS Code, Lambda, and Cloud9. CodeWhisperer also has excellent support for AWS APIs, supports AWS CloudFormation (YAML, JSON), AWS CDK (TypeScript, Python), and HashiCorp Terraform (HCL), and makes building on AWS easier for both beginners and experienced developers. Amazon CodeWhisperer helps you code responsibly with support for reference tracking to detect (or optionally filter out) if a code suggestion is similar to open-source training data. The reference tracker flags such suggestions with the open-source project’s repository URL and license information, and you can add proper license attribution at your discretion. CodeWhisperer also has a built-in security scanning feature to analyze existing code in the IDE, detect hard-to-find
vulnerabilities, and provide suggestions to fix them.

One can also customize CodeWhisperer to generate more relevant recommendations by making it aware of your internal libraries, APIs, best practices, and architectural patterns. CodeWhisperer also integrates with Amazon Q, a conversational assistant that can be used to have a conversation about your code, upgrade language versions (via Amazon Q Code Transformation), get code suggestions, or ask questions about building software from the IDE. For an updated list of CodeWhisperer features and functionalities, please refer to this link.

Besides the well-known benefits of improving developer productivity, understanding natural language, and enabling developers to focus solely on their IDE, there are many other advantages to using this service:

**Learning and Education**

While using CodeWhisperer at Infosys, we observed that training time for developers can be reduced by up to 30% using this service (please refer to section 4.7), and trainees can be onboarded to projects in less time than when they are trained conventionally without this service. Typically, the trainers only scratch the surface of any programming language, and it becomes the onus of the trainee to dive deep and explore. CodeWhisperer can be used as their training companion and can help generate boilerplate code and ease their learning of new languages and new frameworks.

**Developer Productivity**

Amazon CodeWhisperer improves developer productivity (please refer to section 4.7) by generating code recommendations based on comments in natural language. We saw productivity gains of over 50% for trainee developers and productivity gains between 25% and 40% for experienced developers while using CodeWhisperer. It supports whole-line and full-function code suggestions in real-time in the IDE. With CodeWhisperer, teams spend less time creating boilerplate and repetitive code patterns and more time on building differentiating features for the software.

Organizations can reduce training time for beginners by using this service, allowing beginners to be onboarded to projects much faster than with conventional training methods. For beginners on AWS, the code recommendations generated for AWS APIs are excellent and provide a game-changing advantage over other coding companions.

**CodeWhisperer Tiers**

CodeWhisperer is offered in two tiers - Individual and Professional. CodeWhisperer Individual is free for individual users and does not require an AWS account. Users can create and sign in with an AWS Builder ID. This takes only a few minutes and helps overcome adoption barriers for individual developers.

CodeWhisperer Professional is recommended for enterprise users because it supports advanced features like centralized organizational license management and policy management, Indemnity (see section 50.10), and secure customization. It also supports single sign-on (SSO) authentication, making it easy to integrate CodeWhisperer with existing workforce identity solutions and provide access to users and groups.

**Infosys' Early Adoption of Amazon CodeWhisperer**

We enabled over 300 users across many service lines and personas on the professional tier of the service. The key outcomes from the usage are the various observations detailed in the below sections. On average, we saw productivity gains of over 50% for trainee developers and productivity gains between 25% and 40% for experienced developers. These observations are based on using CodeWhisperer on projects using Java, Python, Angular, JavaScript, and C#.

The following tables list the productivity gains for different personas and in various stages of software development. This data is derived based on our adoption of the service.
In addition to productivity gains, the following are some of the key advantages of the service:

**Support for AWS APIs – Ease of Learning**

Amazon API Gateway + AWS Lambda + Amazon DynamoDB is a widely used serverless architecture pattern. We generated the following code using CodeWhisperer in a few seconds using the prompt “#read from api gateway and insert to dynamodb”. For a beginner on AWS, it will take a significant amount of time to arrive at this code. The generated code includes a Lambda handler to accept input from the API gateway and insert a record to DynamoDB.

```python
def lambda_handler(event, context):
    logger.info("Received event: " + json.dumps(event, indent=2))
    dynamodb = boto3.resource("dynamodb")
    table_name = os.environ["TABLE_NAME"]
    table = dynamodb.Table(table_name)
    try:
        response = table.put_item(Item=event)
        logger.info("Response: " + json.dumps(response, indent=2))
    except ClientError as e:
        logger.error("Error:["Message"]")
    raise e
    return {
        "statusCode": 200,
        "body": json.dumps("Hello from Lambda!")
    }
```

Similarly, the following code was generated for various operations on DynamoDB from a Lambda function, like ‘get item’, ‘put item’, and ‘update’ operations.

The example on the left is used for scanning and returning all rows from the employee’s table. The prompt used was “#read from dynamodb table”. The example on the right is used for reading one row from the table. The prompt used was “#read one row from dynamodb table”, and the code generated will perform a ‘get item’ for a matching key.

Furthermore, CodeWhisperer can also help reduce time spent in code reviews due to improvements in code quality as the recommended code follows proper standards. CodeWhisperer also integrates with Amazon Q and can assist in upgrading language versions via Amazon Q Code Transformation. For a project manager, the gain is realized in terms of meeting the project deadlines earlier than committed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Expected Productivity Gain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug Fixing</td>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing (generate test cases)</td>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Documentation</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Development on AWS</td>
<td>&gt; 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personas</th>
<th>Expected Productivity Gain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trainee</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced Developer</td>
<td>25 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Average % = 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following example shows the code generated for updating one row in DynamoDB. The prompt used was “#update one row from dynamodb table”.

Similarly, code recommendations for other AWS APIs, including Amazon S3, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon SQS, Amazon SNS, Amazon RDS, and AWS Glue jobs, are great.

**Support for Popular Programming Languages**

CodeWhisperer supports popular programming languages like Java, Python, JavaScript, C#, TypeScript, Go, Ruby, PHP, Scala, Kotlin, Shell Scripting, and SQL, and the following are examples of code generated in Python:

The below example depicts creating a function for detecting outliers in time series data using the prompt “#function to detect outliers in time series data”.

---

The following example shows the code generated for updating one row in DynamoDB. The prompt used was “#update one row from dynamodb table”.

Similarly, code recommendations for other AWS APIs, including Amazon S3, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon SQS, Amazon SNS, Amazon RDS, and AWS Glue jobs, are great.
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The following example shows the code generated for updating one row in DynamoDB. The prompt used was “#update one row from dynamodb table”.

Similarly, code recommendations for other AWS APIs, including Amazon S3, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon SQS, Amazon SNS, Amazon RDS, and AWS Glue jobs, are great.

**Support for Popular Programming Languages**

CodeWhisperer supports popular programming languages like Java, Python, JavaScript, C#, TypeScript, Go, Ruby, PHP, Scala, Kotlin, Shell Scripting, and SQL, and the following are examples of code generated in Python:

The below example depicts creating a function for detecting outliers in time series data using the prompt “#function to detect outliers in time series data”.

---
The subsequent example exhibits creating a function for CSV to JSON file conversion using the prompt "#function to convert csv into json".

```python
#function to convert a csv into json
import csv
import json

def csv_to_json(csvFilePath, jsonFilePath):
    data = []
    with open(csvFilePath, encoding='utf-8') as csvf:
        csvReader = csv.DictReader(csvf)
        for rows in csvReader:
            key = rows['id']
            data[key] = rows
    with open(jsonFilePath, 'w', encoding='utf-8') as jsonf:
        jsonf.write(json.dumps(data, indent=4))

csvFilePath = r'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.csv'
jsonFilePath = r'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.json'
csv_to_json(csvFilePath, jsonFilePath)
print("")
print("")
```

The following is an example of code generated to create a DTO Class and Entity Class in Java by specifying the fields in the prompt.

```java
Code generated to create a DTO Class in Java
```
Code Comprehension and Contextual Code Generation

CodeWhisperer scans and understands the existing code in the IDE and generates recommendations based on it. The following is an example of how CodeWhisperer reused existing code (to connect to DynamoDB) in the code recommendation to insert a row to DynamoDB.

Implementing and Enforcing Security in an AWS Account

Security in the cloud is one of the topmost priorities while developing applications. CodeWhisperer helps in generating code that will enforce security, like enforcing encryption in Amazon S3 buckets, ensuring IAM users have MFA-enabled and access keys are rotated, etc.
The below example showcases checking if multi-factor authentication is enabled for an IAM user. The prompt used was “#ensure mfa is enabled for the user.”

```
# ensure mfa is enabled for the user
def ensure_mfa_enabled(user_name, iam_client):
    try:
        iam_client.enable_mfa_device(UserName=user_name)
    except ClientError as e:
        if e.response['Error']['Code'] == 'EntityAlreadyExists':
            print(f'MFA device already exists for user {user_name}')
        else:
            raise e
    else:
        print(f'Enabled MFA device for user {user_name}')
    return True
```

The following example shows defining an S3 bucket lifecycle policy using the prompt “#s3 bucket lifecycle policy”.

```
# s3 bucket lifecycle policy
import boto3
s3 = boto3.client('s3')

def cr(bucket: str, lifecycle_configuration: Any):
    s3.put_bucket_lifecycle_configuration(
        Bucket=bucket_name,
        LifecycleConfiguration=
            {'Rules': [
                {'Expiration': {'Days': 365},
                 'Status': 'Enabled',
                 'Prefix': ''},
            ],
    ),
)
```

**Unit Test Code Generation**

CodeWhisperer helps in generating unit tests and can generate the logic for unit tests. In the bottom example, it has generated unit tests for the function ‘csv_to_json’ and has generated code for all test cases.

```
# function to convert a csv into json
import csv
import json
def csv_to_json(csvFilePath, jsonFilePath):
    data = {}
    with open(csvFilePath, encoding='utf-8') as csvf:
        csvReader = csv.DictReader(csvf)
        for rows in csvReader:
            key = rows['id']
            data[key] = rows
    with open(jsonFilePath, 'w', encoding='utf-8') as jsonf:
        jsonf.write(json.dumps(data, indent=4))

csvFilePath = 'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.csv'
jsonFilePath = 'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.json'
csv_to_json(csvFilePath, jsonFilePath)
print('')
print('')
# unit test code for csv_to_json
import unittest
class Test(unittest.TestCase):
    def test_csv_to_json(self):
        csvFilePath = 'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.csv'
        jsonFilePath = 'C:\Users\kunal\Desktop\stock.json'
        csv_to_json(csvFilePath, jsonFilePath)
        self.assertEqual(True, True)
```

*Code recommendation for Unit tests*
Generating Comments - Doc String Helper

CodeWhisperer also aids in generating meaningful comments for the generated code. In this example, the comments generated after the initial one are by the service.

The below screen shows the doc strings generated along with the code for the prompt "#function to upload file to s3 bucket".

Reference Tracker

CodeWhisperer tracks code recommendations and identifies places where it is like open-source code under license. All such references are logged, and there is an option to tell CodeWhisperer to not suggest such code with implications.
Security Scans

A scan of the code in the IDE is performed, and CodeWhisperer detects common vulnerabilities and security issues in code, like hard-coded credentials, missing functions, or definitions. It also provides code suggestions to remediate the identified vulnerabilities that are tailored to your application code.

In the below code, snippet credentials are hard-coded, and running the security scan has highlighted the issue.

```python
def log_credentials():
    session = boto3.Session()
    credentials = session.get_credentials()
    access_key = credentials.access_key
    secret_key = credentials.secret_key
    session = boto3.Session(aws_access_key_id=access_key,
                             aws_secret_access_key=secret_key)
```

Conclusion

Amazon CodeWhisperer is an AI coding companion that distinguishes itself from similar services because of powerful enterprise features like reference tracking, centralized license management, policy management, secure customization, and broad programming language support. It also has exceptional support for AWS APIs and a built-in security scanning feature to help you code securely.

Overall, Amazon CodeWhisperer is an excellent choice for enterprises and developers who need to improve their productivity using AI coding companions securely and responsibly.
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